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✩

75

Pushy things
Background knowledge
It may seem strange, but when you push on an object, it always pushes back at
you. When you walk on the floor, the floor pushes back at your feet. When you
blow air into a balloon, the walls of the balloon push the air back toward your
mouth. It is hard to push a ball under water because as you push down, the
water is pushing up against the ball. Everything gets “pushy” when pushed on! 

Push down on a table. How does
it feel against your hand as you
continue to push? Now find a
large rubber band (about 30 cm
around). Design and conduct an
experiment to see whether
heavier objects pull with more
force than lighter objects.

Science investigation

Ruler

Balloon

Dishwashing
liquid bottle

Spring

Science activity
The picture at the right shows
where the pushing forces are
when you push down on a ruler
placed at the edge of a table.
Draw arrows on the other pictures
to show the direction of the pushing
forces on each of the objects shown.

Bucket of
water

Balloon
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Make sure the paper is opaque so that the only light
coming through is from the three different-sized
pinpricks. Have the child stand at different distances
from the simulated starlight to see how distance affects
seeing a star. The child should work with a peer. 

77 ✩The brightest light
Background knowledge
Earth’s brightest light source is the Sun. The Sun is a star. All stars are
composed of gases that are constantly undergoing powerful reactions. When
they do, very bright light is produced. There are billions and billions of stars,
and even if you counted one star every second for 8 hours a day, after 100
years you would only have counted about a billion! Other stars don't seem as
bright as the Sun because they are very far away. Astronomers use numbers
called magnitude numbers to describe how bright stars look from Earth.
Bright stars have low numbers, and faint stars have high numbers. We can
see stars with a brightness between magnitudes 1 and 6.

Correct order of brightness

1 .......................................... (brightest)

2 ..........................................

3 ..........................................

4 ..........................................

5 ..........................................

6 ..........................................

7 .......................................... (faintest)

Star Magnitude

Eri 3.7
Centauri C 11.0
Ross 780 10.2
Procyon A 0.3
Kapteyn’s Star 8.8
Sirius B 7.2
Polaris 2.0

Science investigation

Science activity
Here are some stars with measures of their brightness. Can you place them
in order, with the brightest first and the faintest last?

Procyon A
Polaris
Eri
Sirius B
Kapteyn’s Star
Ross 780
Centauri C

The middle boat takes the least time to move through
water because its long, pointed hull has the most
streamlined shape. Streamlining gives boats, cars, and
aircraft smooth shapes so that water or air flows more
easily around them, reducing drag. 

74 ✩ In ship shape
Background knowledge
When a boat moves through water, friction between the bottom of the boat
(the hull) and the water slows the boat down. This type of friction is called
drag. Drag pushes opposite to the boat’s movement. The shape of a ship
affects how well it can move through the water. Streamlined boats move
through water more easily because there is less drag on the boat. 

Place a check mark
(✔) in the box beside
the boat that moved
best through the
water. Color in the
boat with the most
streamlined hull. 

Boat A
20 seconds

Boat B
16 seconds

Boat C
18 seconds

Science investigation

Science activity
Jessica and James made three models of sailboats. Each had a different-shaped
hull. In order to create wind for the sails, Jessica used a long cardboard tube to
blow them along in a bath of water. James timed how long it took each boat
to sail the length of the bathtub.

✔

Light always travels in straight lines. The light coming
from the sources in the room spreads out so that many
parts of the room are lit up. In order to see objects
there must be light reflecting off them, so people
cannot see anything in the dark.

76 ✩ See the light!
Background knowledge
The light we see with our eyes comes from objects called light sources. Light
sources include the Sun, flames from candles and fires, and electric lamps.
Some animals can produce their own light, such as fireflies and some animals
that live near the bottom of the sea. Light always travels in a straight line
from a light source to our eyes. (Never look directly at the Sun, because its
bright light can cause harm to your eyes.)

Fluorescent lamp

Light bulb

Flashlight

Science activity
The picture on the right shows how light from
a fluorescent lamp reaches the eyes of the boy.
Draw arrows to show how the light reaches the
eyes of the children in the pictures below.

Firefly

Candle

Science investigation

Forces always work in pairs. When the child pushes
down on the desk, the desk will push back with equal
force. Therefore, the harder the child pushes, the
harder the desk pushes back. This is actually Newton’s
Law of Action/Reaction. 

75 ✩Pushy things
Background knowledge
It may seem strange, but when you push on an object, it always pushes back at
you. When you walk on the floor, the floor pushes back at your feet. When you
blow air into a balloon, the walls of the balloon push the air back toward your
mouth. It is hard to push a ball under water because as you push down, the
water is pushing up against the ball. Everything gets “pushy” when pushed on! 

Science investigation

Ruler

Balloon

Dishwashing
liquid bottle

Spring

Science activity
The picture at the right shows
where the pushing forces are
when you push down on a ruler
placed at the edge of a table.
Draw arrows on the other pictures
to show the direction of the pushing
forces on each of the objects shown.

Bucket of
water

Balloon
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Forces always work in pairs. 
When the child pushes down on 
the desk, the desk will push back 
with equal force. Therefore, the 
harder the child pushes, the 
harder the desk pushes back. 
This is actually Newton’s Law of 
Action/Reaction.
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